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Abstract—A method for solving eddy current problems in two 
separate steps is developed for global-local analyses with h-
conform finite element formulations. An unperturbed problem is 
first solved in a global mesh excluding additional conductive 
regions. Its solution gives the sources for a sequence of other 
problems, perturbed by adding conductive regions. Each 
problem only requires a new adapted mesh of a local region. The 
way the local problems and their sources are defined leads to a 
significant speed-up of parameterized analyses, e.g. in 
optimization and sensitivity analyses. 
 
Index Terms—Eddy currents, field distortion, finite element 
method, perturbation method. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
epetitive finite element (FE) computations are needed 
when studying variations of geometrical and physical 
characteristics, what is the case for any parameterized 
analysis. It is worth then benefiting from previous 
computations instead of starting a new complete FE solution 
for any new variation. 
When computing field distortions due to conductive regions 
(e.g., in magnetic shielding, eddy current non-destructive 
testing), an unperturbed solution followed by perturbed 
solutions due to additional conductive regions can be of great 
interest [1], [2]. Benefits are particularly aimed for allowing 
different problem-adapted meshes and for computational 
efficiency by decreasing the size of the problem. 
A perturbation method for solving eddy current problems in 
two separate steps is developed for magnetic field h conform 
FE formulations. An unperturbed problem is first solved in a 
global domain excluding additional conductive regions and 
thus avoiding their mesh. Its solution gives the sources to 
supply perturbed problems when conductive regions are 
added. Volume sources are considered and compared to 
boundary sources. Their determination requires to project the 
solutions between discrete spaces (meshes) and adequate 
discretizations of the field quantities with edge FEs to allow 
the magnetic field conformity in both steps. 
Application examples illustrate and validate the method, 
pointing out the parameters affecting the accuracy of the 
solution and the computational efficiency. 
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II. UNPERTURBED AND PERTURBED EDDY CURRENT 
PROBLEMS 
A. Strong formulations 
Maxwell equations are to be solved in a bounded domain Ω, 
with boundary ∂Ω (possibly at infinity), of the 2-D or 3-D 
Euclidean space. The eddy current conducting part of Ω is 
denoted Ωc and the non-conducting one ΩcC, with 
Ω = Ωc ∪ ΩcC. Massive conductors belong to Ωc. 
The equations and relations governing the magnetodynamic 
(eddy current) problem in Ω are 
 curl h = j ,  curl e = – ∂t b ,  div b = 0 , (1a-b-c) 
 b = µ h ,   j = σ e , (2a-b) 
where h is the magnetic field, b is the magnetic flux density, e 
is the electric field, j is the electric current density (including 
source and eddy currents), µ is the magnetic permeability and 
σ is the electric conductivity. 
An unperturbed problem is first defined in Ω without 
considering the properties of a so-called perturbing region 
Ωc, p ⊂ Ωc, which will further lead to field distortions. At the 
discrete level, this region is not described in the mesh of Ω. 
The perturbed problem focuses thus on Ωc, p and its 
neighborhood, their union Ωp being adequately defined and 
meshed will serve as the studied domain. The subscripts u and 
p will refer to unperturbed and perturbed quantities, 
respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates the considered sequence of 
problems, pointing out the need of projecting fields from one 






Fig. 1. Unperturbed (left: mesh of Ω and distribution of µuhu) and perturbed 
problems (top right: µu hu to be projected in Ωc, p for calculating a source 
field; middle right: adapted mesh of Ωp; bottom right: j = curl h in Ωc, p). 
The addition of a perturbing conducting region Ωc, p to the 
initial configuration gives rise to additional eddy currents and 
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field distortions. The perturbed problem is defined as an eddy 
current problem in Ωp. Particularizing (1) and (2) for both the 
unperturbed and perturbed quantities, and subtracting the 
unperturbed equations from the perturbed ones, a perturbation 
problem (defined as the difference between perturbed and 
unperturbed problems) is obtained in Ωp (initially in Ω) [1], 
[2]. Keeping the equations in terms of the distortions h = hp –
 hu and e = ep – eu, one gets 
 sp jeh +σ=curl , (3) 
 stp khe −∂µ−=curl , (4) 
 0
p∂Ω
× =n h  or 0
p∂Ω
× =n e , (5a-b) 
with the volume sources js and ks defined only in Ωc, p and 
given by the unperturbed solution, i.e. 
 uups ej )( σ−σ=  in Ωc, p , (6) 
 utups hk ∂µ−µ= )(  in Ωc, p . (7) 
The perturbation problem (3)-(7) is rigorously defined in 
the whole studied domain Ω, taking account of the 
geometrical and material details of the initial unperturbed 
problem. The conditions (5a) or (5b) neglect the distortion at a 
certain distance from Ωc, p, which is actually only correct at 
infinity (for Ωp extended to the whole space). For 
convenience, an approximation neglecting some of these 
initial details will be made. The so-modified studied domain 
Ωp can be a portion or not of Ω, with or without inclusion of 
initial materials, these being possibly simplified. At the 
discrete level, the meshes of both unperturbed and perturbed 
problems can then be significantly simplified, each problem 
asking for mesh refinement of different regions. 
B. Sources of the perturbation problem 
The sources js and ks (6)-(7) act as volume sources for the 
perturbation equations (3)-(4). This is a consequence of the 
use of the distortions h and e as unknowns instead of the 
perturbed fields hp and ep directly. Another implication is the 
homogeneous nature of the boundary conditions (5a) or (5b); 
(5a) should nevertheless be extended to a non-homogeneous 
condition (though independent of the perturbed solution) when 
a non-zero net perturbation current flows in Ωc, p. 
The perturbed problem, with the unknown fields hp and ep, 
would require non-homogeneous conditions such as 
   
pp
p u ∂Ω∂Ω
× = ×n h n h  or 
pp
p u ∂Ω∂Ω
× = ×n e n e . (8a-b) 
The unperturbed fields would thus serve as surface sources, to 
be projected on the perturbed mesh boundary ∂Ωp. However, 
such conditions can only be applied on a finite boundary ∂Ωp. 
Indeed an infinite boundary would support a zero source, with 
no information at all for the perturbed problem. The 
unperturbed field hu could alternatively be used as a volume 
source field in the whole Ωp, but with the disadvantage of 
needing its evaluation and projection on the whole domain.  
These drawbacks justify the use of the volume sources js 
and ks (6)-(7), the reduced support of which noticeably limits 
the evaluation and projection operations. 
While the source ks (7) can be determined from the known 
field hu, the source current density js (6) is to be obtained from 
the still undetermined unperturbed electric field eu. Indeed, in 
the considered case, with σu = 0 and σp ≠ 0 in Ωc, p, the field eu 
is unknown in any non-conducting regions. This is an 
additional difficulty in comparison with the complementary 
case σu ≠ 0 and σp = 0 studied in [2]. The determination of eu 
will require solving an electric problem defined by the 
Faraday and electric conservation equations, together with the 
electric constitutive relation. 
III. MAGNETIC FIELD CONFORM WEAK FORMULATIONS 
A. h-conform unperturbed solution as a source 
The conformity of h (conservation of its circulation or 
currents) can be assured through the definition of a magnetic 
scalar potential φ in ΩcC, with  
h = – grad φ; this potential is discretized with nodal FEs. A total 
potential is multivalued when ΩcC is multiply connected, case 
in which surface cuts must be defined to ensure a single 
valued potential. However a reduced potential can be 
continuously defined in the whole ΩcC by means of source 
fields associated to each multiply connected portion of Ωc [4]. 
In Ωc, the conformity of h is assured by properly defining its 
function space, through edge FEs at the discrete level to 
strongly express (1a). 
The unperturbed field distribution is first calculated in Ω as 
the solution of an eddy current problem with a magnetic field 
conform FE formulation, obtained from the weak form of the 




\( ( ), ') ( curl ,curl ') ( ,curl ')c c p c pt u u u u uµ σ
−
Ω Ω Ω Ω∂ + +h h h h e h   
 , ' 0
eu Γ+< × > =n e h , )('
1 Ω∈∀ Fh , (9) 
where F1(Ω) is the curl-conform function space defined on Ω 
and containing the basis functions for hu as well as for the test 
function h'; ( · , · )Ω and < · , · >Γ respectively denote a volume 
integral in Ω and a surface integral on Γ of the product of their 
vector field arguments. The surface term in (9) accounts for 
the natural boundary or interface conditions. 
The volume integral term in Ωc, p in (9), involving the 
electric field eu, is null at this step (test function h' is curl-free 
because Ωc, p is not yet subject to eddy currents). As a 
consequence, eu in any portion of ΩcC cannot be part of a 
single magnetodynamic solution. Its contribution in (9) will be 
further used by a perturbation problem (with non-curl-free h'). 
The unperturbed solution will act as a source for the 
perturbation problem. 
B. Repetitive perturbation eddy current problems 
For each added domain Ωc, p, the magnetic field conform 
FE formulation of the perturbation problem (3)-(7) is obtained 
as the weak form of the perturbation Faraday equation (4), 
together with the strong form of the perturbation Ampere 
equation (3), i.e., 
 
, ,
1( ( ), ') ( , ') ( curl ,curl ')
p c p c pt p s pµ σ
−






Ω− j h , ' 0eΓ+< × > =n e h , 
1' ( )pF∀ ∈ Ωh . (10) 
At the discrete level, the source quantities js and ks initially 
given in the unperturbed mesh have to be expressed in the 
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perturbed one. This can be done through a projection method 
[5] with target quantities js and ks defined in adequate function 
spaces. From (3), the projected js should have the same 
conformity as curl h, while from (4), the projected ks should 
have the same conformity as h. The field ks (7) can be directly 
obtained via the projection of hu. However the field js (6) 
requires an intermediate step for obtaining eu, as developed 
hereafter. 
C. Electric problem in added conducting regions 
The unperturbed electric field eu is to be determined in the 
new added perturbing conducting region Ωc, p to express the 
source quantity js (6) in (3) or (10). It can be calculated via an 
electric problem defined in Ωc, p by 
 curl eu = – ∂t (µu hu) ,  div du = 0,   du = εu eu , (11a-b-c) 
where the newly defined quantities are the unperturbed 
electric flux density du and the electric permittivity εu. 
Equation (11b) assumes that no charge density exists in Ωc, p. 
The required conformity of eu is the one of curl h, i.e. of a 
curl-field. This can be satisfied through the definition of an 
electric vector potential u as primal unknown field, with 
 du = curl u , (12) 
thus satisfying (11b). The electric model is then governed by 
the weak form of (11a) in the sub-domain Ωc, p, i.e. an electric 
flux density conform formulation [3], 
 
, ,
1( curl ,curl ') ( ( ), ')
c p c pu t u uε µ
−




c pu ∂Ω+< × > =n e u , 
1
,' ( )c pF∀ ∈ Ωu , (13) 
where the function space F1(Ωc, p) contains u and its 
associated test function u' and has to be constrained with a 
gauge condition. At the discrete level, u is discretised with 
edge FEs and is associated a gauge condition by the tree co-
tree technique.  
The electric model to be posed in Ωc, p gets information 
regarding the tangential electric field on ∂Ωc, p via a natural 
boundary condition that appears in the surface integral term of 
(13). Its expression for each test function u' can be directly 
given by (9) written only for Ωp \ Ωc, p (this is a consequence 




\ \( ( ), ') ( curl ,curl ')p c p c c pt u u u uµ σ
−




c pu ∂Ω+< × > =n e u . (14) 
Adding (13) and (14), with normal vectors n exterior to 
Ωc, p and Ωp \ Ωc, p respectively, thus of opposite signs, the 
following equation is obtained 
 
, ,
1( curl ,curl ') ( ( ), ')
c p c pu t u uε µ
−




\ \( ( ), ') ( curl ,curl ') 0p c p c c pt u u u uµ σ
−
Ω Ω Ω Ω∂ + =h u h u , 
 1 ,' ( )c pF∀ ∈ Ωu . (15) 
Equation (15) illustrates well how hu acts as a source for 
determining u in Ωc, p and ∂Ωc, p, both as a volume source 
∂t (µu hu) by (11a) and a boundary source naturally converted 
to a volume source by (14) (via a volume integration limited to 
the layer of FEs touching ∂Ωc, p in Ωp \ Ωc, p). At the discrete 
level, the field hu is projected from its initial mesh to that of 
Ωc, p before being used in (15). 
As a result, using (6), σu = 0, (11c) and (12), the source 
quantity js is obtained with the desired conformity, i.e., 
 1 1curls p u p u u p uσ σ ε σ ε
− −= = =j e d u . (16) 
D. Back to the eddy current perturbation problems 
The source quantities ks (7) and js (16) can then be used in 
(10), the solution of which gives the eddy current density in 
Ωc, p and the ensuing field distortions. 
E. Impedance variation of source inductors 
Similarly to what was demonstrated in [2], the use of the 
sources (6) and (7) constitutes an efficient way to calculate the 
impedance changes of coils of the unperturbed problem, which 
is of interest e.g. in non-destructive applications. 
A suitable treatment of the surface integral term in (9) for 
an inductor consists in naturally defining a global voltage Vu 
in a weak sense. A global test function for hu can be defined 
with a unit circulation along any current tube of the inductor 
so that the surface integral in (9) can be expressed as the 
product of a global voltage Vu and a unit global current 
I(curl h') [4]. 
Choosing as test functions h' = hp in the unperturbed 
formulation (9) and h' = hu in the perturbed one, and 
subtracting the former from the latter, one gets the 
perturbation voltage V as follows 
     
,
1
\( ( ), ) ( curl ,curl ) c c pt p p u p p uµ σ
−
Ω Ω Ω∂ +h h h h  
     
,
1( curl ,curl )
c pp p uσ
−
Ω+ h h ( ( ), )t u u pµ Ω− ∂ h h  
     
, ,
1
\( curl ,curl ) ( ,curl )c c p c pu u p u pσ
−
Ω Ω Ω− −h h e h  
     = ( ) ( )p u u pV I curl V I curl V− =h h . (17) 
With µp = µu and σp = σu in Ω \ Ωc, p, curl hu = 0 in Ωc, p (7) 
and h = hp – hu, (17) becomes 
     
, ,
( ,curl ) ( , )
c p c pu s uV Ω Ω= − +e h k h  
 
, ,
( ( ), ) ( ( ), )
c p c pt p u t u uµ µΩ Ω+ ∂ − ∂h h h h . (18) 
The perturbation voltage calculation, and, in the frequency 
domain, the ensuing impedance variation Z (the current I in 
the inductor is fixed for both unperturbed and perturbed 
problems, thus Z = V/I), can thus be calculated via (18) by 
integrating some contributions only in Ωc, p. At the discrete 
level, this will give appreciable advantages by avoiding the 
projection of the perturbed solution to its initial source 
inductor, with the risk of a strong influence of the 
discretization error. 
IV. APPLICATION 
An inductor core system (Fig. 1) is considered as a 2-D test 
problem to illustrate and validate the whole perturbation 
procedure (coil with 1000 turns, current 1 A, frequency 50 Hz, 
relative permeability µr, core = 100, core size 100 mm × 
200 mm). The perturbing conductive region Ωc, p is a 
rectangular plate (σplate = 5.9 107 Ω–1m–1, µr, plate = 1, size 
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100 mm × 20 mm). 
Fig. 2 shows examples of meshes for the unperturbed and 
perturbation problems. Fig. 3 illustrates the sequence of 
associated solutions to be considered with the developed 
perturbation method. The local perturbation fields have been 
checked to be very similar to these obtained with the classical 
FE technique. 
The coil impedance variation versus the distance separating 
the source and perturbing regions is depicted in Fig. 4 for 
different extensions of the perturbation domain. The reference 
solution is calculated from the conventional FE technique, 
subtracting the unperturbed solution from the perturbed one 
(with the major drawback that the same mesh is to be used for 
both problems to have the same discretization error, usually 
much higher than the impedance variation). Note that the 
dissipated Joule power in Ωc, p is directly linked to the real 
part of the impedance variation (see (18) with µu = µp). The 
interest of extending the studied perturbation domain Ωp up to 
infinity, through a transformation technique [6], [7], is pointed 
out, which justifies the preference for perturbation boundary 
conditions at infinity. 
The difference with the reference solution increases with 
the decreasing distance between the regions what highlights a 
significant coupling of these regions. A more accurate solution 
for close positions would need an iterative procedure to 
calculate successive perturbations in each region, not only 
from the initial source region to the added plate but also from 
the latter to the former. 
   
Fig. 2. Meshes of the unperturbed problem (left; with field hu) and 
perturbation problems with finite (middle) and infinite (right; [6], [7]) 
boundaries. Any intersection of perturbation boundaries (or  Ωp \ Ωc, p) with 
the unperturbed problem material regions is allowed. 
 
(a) Unperturbed magnetic field hu 
 
(b) Electric vector potential u 
 
(c) Tree of edges in Ωc, p 
 
(d) Unperturbed electric field eu 
 
(e) Perturbation magnetic field h 
 
(f) Eddy current density j = curl h 
Fig. 3. The unperturbed field hu projected in Ωc, p (a) is a volume source for 
the electric problem, the solution of which is the electric vector potential u 
(b), gauged by the tree co-tree technique (tree of edges (c)), and the ensuing 
unperturbed electric field eu = εu–1 curl u (d). The solution of the perturbation 
problem is h (e) and j = curl h in Ωc, p (f). 
 
Fig. 4. Coil impedance variation Z versus the distance separating the source 
region and the perturbing one Ωc, p. 
For the considered problem, a sequence of 100 perturbation 
solutions has been solved with a speed-up factor of 30 in 
comparison to the conventional FE technique. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
A method has been developed for efficiently exploiting the 
solution of a magnetodynamic FE problem as a source for 
other problems with added conductive materials. Each 
problem uses an adapted mesh, which necessitates projections 
of fields between them. The advantages of defining the 
induced electric field, solution of an electric problem, as a 
volume source limited to the added regions have been pointed 
out. These mainly concern the boundary conditions possibly 
defined at infinity, the reduced computational efforts for 
evaluating and projecting the sources, as well as the 
calculation of the impedance variations. As a consequence, a 
significant speed-up of parameterized analyses can be 
obtained, e.g. in optimization and sensitivity analyses. 
Benefits could also be obtained for moving systems. 
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